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DEXICON Online is an add-on module for DEXICON 
Enterprise that provides functionality to meet the most 
comprehensive access control requirements. When 
used for time & attendance recording, DEXICON Online 
allows automatic status-sensitive booking. 
 
The basic DEXICON Enterprise package already offers 
all the essential access control functions with checks 
always performed on the INTUS Access Control Manag-
ers (even in offline mode). 
For comprehensive access control in a system with a 
large number of readers connected to multiple Access 
Control Managers, DEXICON Online allows the re-
quired system-wide checks for soft and hard anti-
passback as well as area change control. 
In addition, DEXICON Online provides extended access 
control functions that ensure even tighter security: 
duration of stay monitoring and multi-person presence 
monitoring. 
 
 
 
System-wide anti-passback 
Soft and hard anti-passback prohibit access at an 
access point if not enough time has passed since the 
last booking using the same ID card or if that ID card is 
already present in that area zone.  
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+ Area change control 

+ System-wide soft and hard anti-passback  

+ Duration of stay monitoring 

+ Multi-person presence monitoring 

+ Time & attendance recording: Automatic status-sensitive booking 

Area change control 
Area change control prohibits access to an adjacent area 
zone if the person is not registered as present in the area 
zone they are attempting to leave even if they have au-
thorization to enter the adjacent zone. 
 
Duration of stay monitoring 
A maximum duration of stay is defined for an area zone – 
the maximum period of time a person is permitted to stay 
in that zone. If they stay longer than that, DEXICON 
triggers an alarm. 
 
Multi-person presence monitoring 
A minimum and maximum number of persons permitted 
in an area zone is defined.  
If the number exceeds the upper limit or falls short of the 
lower limit, an alarm is triggered (if required, the alarm 
may also be staggered). Access to the area zone may be 
blocked if the admissible number of persons is exceeded. 
This function serves security as well as safety purposes – 
it may for instance be used for panic prevention at an 
event. 
 
Automatic status-sensitive booking 
For time & attendance recording, the DEXICON Online 
module offers automatic status-sensitive booking at an 
INTUS time recording terminal: 
Triggered by the booking, DEXICON checks whether the 
person is present or absent and sends the corresponding 
status to the terminal. The INTUS terminal then automati-
cally generates a “Clock-in” or “Clock-out” booking 
based on the information received. 
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Technical specifications subject to change without notice. 
 
PCS, INTUS, DEXICON, INTUS LBus and  
"PCS. The terminal people." are trademarks of 
PCS Systemtechnik GmbH. 
All other brands and products names are trade-
marks or registered trademarks of the respective 
companies and organisations. 


